Default sequence of GOST

Comments.
0. This united sorting string reflects as possible all particular ordering standards / traditions but the ones based on the principle «all national characters at the very end», for such a rule cannot be taken seriously and causes contradictions in cases when the same letters in another language are sorted normally.

1. Collating of rГ and жЖ is traditional is the sense that Ukrainian resp. Moldavian letter(s) denoting [h] and [g] resp. [ž] and [dž] are treated as one unit each in sorting.

2. Macedonian rГ and кК replace Serbo-Croatian жБ and жH instead of inserting them after (in the case Bulgarian) rГ and кK, and it is obvious that rГ and кK inherit the properties of жБ and жH, including their traditional ordering position as the only one between ДА and еE resp. тТ and уУ.